2018-19 VIOLA AUDITIONS

Please prepare a short solo work or excerpt from a larger work of your choosing AND the following excerpts:

1. Mendelssohn – Symphony No. 4, Movement IV, mm. 34 through 52; see enclosed excerpt.

2. Mendelssohn – Symphony No. 4, Movement IV, mm. 166 through 181; see enclosed excerpt.

3. Barber – Violin Concerto, Movement I, mm. 182 through 188; see enclosed excerpt.
Please prepare:

1. A short solo work or excerpt from larger work.
2. 3 excerpts (attached)

Tips: Listen to the excerpts and prepare according to style and articulations found on recordings and score.

Ask questions. Contact Ayn Ballja at atb3y@virginia.edu
Barber Violin Concerto, Mvmt 1

[Music notation with instructions: 1b a tempo, animando poco a poco, allarg. molto, senza trascinare sino alla fine]